This report summarizes laboratory measurements of atomic wavelengths, energy levels, hyperfine and isotope structure, energy level lifetimes, and oscillator strengths. Theoretical calculations of lifetimes and oscillator strengths are also included. The bibliography is limited to species of astrophysical interest. Compilations of atomic data and internet databases are also included. Papers are listed in the bibliography in alphabetical order, with a reference number in the text.
Energy levels, wavelengths, line classifications, and line structure
Major analyses of wavelengths, energy levels and line classifications have been published for V I [257] , Fe II [52] , [51] , Cr I [262] , Te II [246] , and Ho II [102] in the past three years. Wavelengths and energy levels have also been measured in the symbiotic nova RR Telescopii for the following species: Al VI, Ar III-V, C II, Ca V-VII, Cl IV, K IV-VI, Mg V-VI, N II-III, Na IV-VI, Ne III-V, O IV, P IV, S IV-V, and Si II-IV. Line identifications based on solar flares and active regions were published for Ar XI,XIV, Ca XIV-XV, Fe XII, Fe XIII, Fe XVII, and Ni XV [240] . [289, 94] , Gd I IS [19, 125] , Ge I-II [200] , H I IS [213, 21] , Hg I IS [231] , Ho II HFS [102] , K I IS, HFS [151, 37] , La I HFS [32] , La II HFS [86, 87, 88] , Li I IS [230] , Mg I IS [111, 244] [14] . The references for elements heavier than Ni (Z>28) are limited to the first three or four spectra only, these data being of most interest for astronomical spectroscopy.
Current analyses of neutral through doubly-ionized spectra are underway for irongroup spectra at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the University of Wisconsin, USA and Imperial College, London, UK. Work on rare-earth elements is being performed at the University of Wisconsin, USA; Laboratoire Aimé 
